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About This Game

Combat, romance, adventure, and of course—magic! Master four elements and take on fate itself in this epic, interactive
fantasy tale! Six possible endings. Four hours for a single playthrough. Three love interests. Countless choices. Male or female?

Leader or loner? Good or evil?

What kind of mage will you be?

"Fatehaven" is a 110,000-word interactive fantasy novel by Devon Connell, where your choices control the story. It's entirely
text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.
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Short and sweet: This table is fun and easy to play.

It plays like what shooting the rapids would probably be if it came out in the year 2000. I like the spinny wheel the most because
it feels a little more random. I also like hitting the man in the canoe for easy points.. Good for beginners to see some basic
mating patterns.

A few issues with the game itself. The music is WAY too loud. There is no volume control that I found. It's either really loud or
off. I turned it down on my headset and it was quite relaxing, but I could not play this game with sound while still hearing other
programs.

The game also allows illegal moves as solutions. It will decline them, but I think it's a weaker chess program to have the option
of moving a rook from A1 to H4.

Finished 100 puzzles in about half an hour. I will be finishing these puzzles in my spare time and looking to the sequels for
harder content.

Update: Went through the next games in the series. They were much less enjoyable as some had multiple pieces overlaying each
other on same squares or they had multiple solutions to the same problems but did not accept anything other than the line the
developers chose. These issues did not come up in mate-in-ones as there is only a single solution. But for the longer problems in
the sequels this series was not a pleasant puzzle experience.. Clean presentation. Nice soundtrack. Challenging puzzles. I've only
played the first 10 levels, and I can tell it will be well worth the money. Little puzzlers like this are good to have around.. Not
worth five bucks. Unfair Jousting Fair is too simple, with not enough game options to merit the purchase. I will explain:

Pros:
+Artwork is original
+Using chickens as projectiles is hilarious and an awesome mechanic

Cons:
-The hardest part about this game is not knocking your opponent down - it is keeping your own balance enough to get across
the arena - this is probably the worst part, and practice did not seem to help - we were just as bad after 20 minutes as we were
on the first go
-Music is super short and super repetitive
-Only 1 game mode
-Different characters are functionally the exact same, and overall are boring looking (all look like hipster coffee shop
dwellers)
-There are so few options in-game; you can change the number of rounds, but that is about it - I don't even think there is an
option to choose a specific weapon (but it wouldn't change my mind overall, anyway)
-It is boring after about literally 10 minutes

Unfortunately, there just isn't really any game here.. Six well made missions. The banter between pilots is well done. What do
you get with an Australian, French and Scottish pilot all together? Panther Wing its a great DLC. i havent even played it and
i love smol honky baby. I was seriously considering giving this game a negative review, since this port is made really lazilly
and hasn't aged very well since the games original release. For one thing, it literally just uses the DosBox emulator to
simulate the game running on an older machine, and as a result, the game is rather buggy. I was unable to finish my first
game because it simply stopped allowing me to exit the menu or select any options. The pieces move unbearably slow without
any way to speed them up, and there's no multiplayer component...in a chess game. I would really only recommend this game
over any others for its nostalgia factor. Otherwise, it's dumb fun at its best, and harmless at its worst.. Crp game, boring and not
entertaining.. This game you play as a Monster from the Sea(which is cool). You are trying to figure out what this world is and
are expirementing with the human creatures that interact with you. They will either like or dislike you depending on your
choices. Also the color pelette used for this game is great. I look foward to the next game created by Future Proof.
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Game is super simple in design but poorly executed. Isometric view is objectively terrible and doesn't help this game at all.
Doubt they will go away from that though; the AI itself can only move on the ISO grid.
Playing is easy and you're likely to only ever lose when everyone randomly suffocates because the game engine messed up math
and suddenly your room with 100% oxygen doesn't even have an oxygen rating. Sometimes even with 100% oxygen people just
die from asphyxiation. I guess they hold their breath or something. Engineers can get "lost" building things that are easy to get
to. Often times when constructing things they do it in a very dumb manner which causes their own confusion; it's also evident
that at max building speed the game engine can't keep up with building. You will see your people get confused more often when
building speed is maxed because they will finish their task before the game figures out which task to give them next.
Economy is easy and pointless. Only goal is to get a big station with lots of Meeple at the moment. It's kind of a self-fulfilling
prophecy where you need a bigger station for more Meeple and more Meeple for a bigger station. To what end? I dunno a
Deathstar or something; if you're not proud of your station this game won't interest you.
RNG with Meeple coming to your station is awful and uncontrollable from what I can tell. Sometimes you'll just immediately
fire the new Meeple when they arrive. You can't attract virtuoso's or anything specific it seems, so you get what you get. And
what you get can also randomly suffocate to death. So don't get attached.

All in all I'm moderately disappointed with this game. I know it's alpha still but according to the devs it should only be like that
for 3-5 more months. I was expecting a lot more progress had been made since I first saw someone playing this in the beginning
of 2019. The game is super simple and should be fairly easy to code but it seems the devs are struggling with something as
simple as making sure your characters don't randomly die. I was at least expecting a playable experience by this point but it
seems I was too hopeful. The game doesn't work long enough to play around with all the structures, furniture, modules, ect. It
will almost certainly fail soon after double digit Meeple. Also I would suggest anything you do that you do it in one sitting.
Loading saves often causes a death lottery for your Meeple.

TL;DR Game is broken and building in isometric view gives me CAD fever-dreams.. Bought for my niece but I absolutely love
it. Like the upgrade your shop aspect of the game. Super fun!. Great game! For the low price it is definitely worth picking up.
Fans of the "standing on a platform" style arcade games will enjoy this one (similar to A-10 VR). So addicting! I hope to see
new environments and styles for the bombs. My only gripe is grav bomb mode is really frustrating. Classic is much better. The
new fitness mode is great for practice and working up a sweat.. i havent tried new update, there has been 2 in 2 days, but i will
say there are some issues with the VR gameplay.. it is not quite refined. the game on the other hand is pretty good it seems. I
think its rough around the edges right now but i feel really good about the dev. I believe this game is going to be really neat in
due time... he is talking with players and addressing issues on regular basis so if you want to help shape the game, buy now. if
you want it when it plays great, keep an eye on reviews and i will update when the game is ready.
*update- i would wait on this product for sure, its just to rough right now, ill update when its better
*8\/27 update... i returned the game my 2 weeks was up and it wasnt ready... may try again later on. hope my money makes this
game better even if its just alittle, pls add champaign mode :DDDDD
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